Multivalent particles, i.e. microscopic constructs having multiple ligands, can be used to target surfaces selectively depending on their receptor density. Typically, there is a sharp onset of multivalent binding as the receptor density exceeds a given threshold. However, the opposite case, selectively binding to surfaces with a receptor density below a given threshold, is much harder. Here, we present a simple strategy for selectively targeting a surface with a low density of receptors, within a system also having a surface with a higher density of the same receptors. Our strategy exploits competitive adsorption of two species. The first species, called "guards", are receptor-sized monovalent particles designed to occupy the high-density surface at equilibrium, while the second multivalent "attacker" species outcompetes the guards for binding onto the low-density surface. Surprisingly, the recipe for attackers and guards yields more selective binding with stronger ligand-receptor association constants, in contrast to standard multivalency. We derive explicit expressions for the attacker and guard molecular design parameters and concentrations, optimised within bounds of what is experimentally accessible, thereby facilitating implementation of the proposed approach. arXiv:1812.07922v1 [cond-mat.soft] 
I. INTRODUCTION
Multivalency is a microscopic design strategy for targeting particles with two or more binding units ("ligands") to a target, such as a surface, having complementary binding units ("receptors"). 1-8 Nature has exploited multivalency to define interaction paradigms at and between cell surfaces 1-3, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] , and in the design of bacteria, viruses, and biomolecules themselves. [23] [24] [25] [26] As a result, a large body of research to date has been dedicated to targeting surfaces of cells, cancerous tumours, and other microscopic objects via bio-inspired multivalent interactions. 14, 15, [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] Multivalency is also employed to design eloquent self-assembly pathways for synthetic ligand-coated nano-and colloidal particles, often utilising DNA as their binding moities due to their tunable hybridisation free energy. 6, 7, 36, Due to the fact that multiple ligand-receptor bonds are involved in multivalent interactions, their binding kinetics are non-trivial and can complicate the road to reaching equilibrium. 18, 31, 59, 62, 69, 70 The binding affinity of a multivalent particle depends strongly on the number of ligands it has, and the receptor density of the target surface. 5, 6, 71 This is because the binding free energy between the two entities contains a non-trivial entropy term, whose magnitude depends on the number of ligands and receptors. One result of this is superselectivity, where the logarithm of the number of surface-bound particles increases super-linearly with the log of the surface receptor concentration. 5 The selectivity becomes larger for particles with more ligands, and when a) Electronic mail: nicholas.b.tito@gmail.com the per-ligand binding energy becomes smaller. Therefore, high-valence particles with weak-binding ligands exhibit sharper surface binding transitions than low-valence particles with strong-binding ligands. This can be used to design multivalent particles that strongly bind to surfaces with many receptors, while having little affinity for surfaces with even a slightly lower density of the same receptors.
A single species of multivalent particles cannot address the opposite scenario, namely targeting a lowreceptor-density surface but not one with a higher receptor density. This is because the entropy of bindingthe contribution arising from ligand-receptor bonding permutations-always becomes more favorable for a multivalent particle as the surface receptor density increases. Therefore, particles that bind to a surface with few receptors will necessarily bind to one with many. To selectively target only a low receptor density surface, a different approach is needed.
By separately tuning the entropy and energy of binding, mixtures of different kinds of multivalent particles can exhibit "switch-like" surface binding. 72 For example, an equimolar mixture of low-valence nanoparticles with strong-binding ligands can compete with a highvalence weak-ligand species. Both nanoparticle species have the same core size, and exclude the same area when bound to the surface. When the surface receptor density is low, the low-valence species selectively binds to the surface. Upon increasing the receptor concentration, there is a switch-point, after which the surface becomes occupied by the high-valence species. The surface receptor density thus acts to shift the balance between the entropic and energetic terms in the free energy of binding for the two species. The binding free energy of the low-valence strong-binding species is dominated by the energetic term; on the other hand, the high-valence weakbinding species has a substantial entropy of binding.
The present work takes this as inspiration, and devises an "attacker and guard" strategy for selectively targeting a surface with low receptor density within a system that also has a surface with a higher density of the same receptors. This might be, for example, two populations of cells in a suspension, with one population having a high membrane concentration of a particular receptor, and the other having a low concentration of the same receptors.
The strategy we propose entails using one species of particles, called "guards", to occupy the receptors on the high-density surface. These particles have a size on the order of a single receptor. A second larger species of particles, called "attackers", are then designed to outcompete the guards for binding on the low-receptordensity surface at equilibrium, but not on the highdensity surface. Experimental accessibility and robustness are emphasised in devising this recipe. Our strategy may prove useful for selectively imaging cell surfaces in vitro that have globally or locally low receptor density, e.g. by making the attackers fluorescently active and the guards not via a DNA-PAINT approach. 73 This approach may also have use in selective sequestration or aggregation of microscopic entities with a low receptor density, in which the attackers act as the aggregating agents.
II. TUNING MULTIVALENT BINDING BY MICROSCOPIC CONSTRUCTION
To begin, we briefly review how the binding free energy of a multivalent particle dictates its affinity to binding to a surface, as a function of the target surface's receptor density. This is important for understanding how to manipulate the binding affinity of two competing species for the more complex case of targeting a low-receptor-density surface.
The binding free energy of a multivalent particle is given by the standard relation βG(N R ) = − ln Q(N R ) − ln z, where Q is the partition function for the particle when it is adjacent to the receptor surface, and z is the fugacity of the particles in solution above the receptor surface. When the multivalent particle concentration is dilute, then z scales with the concentration. The quantity N R is the number of receptors that are accessible to the particle when it is adjacent to the surface. This is defined as N R = σ R a 2 , where σ R is the number of receptors per unit area on the surface (the "receptor density"), and a is the diameter of the multivalent particle and its ligands. We refer to one a 2 -sized area element of the receptor surface as a surface "lattice site".
When receptors are immobile and uniformly placed on the surface at a density of σ R , then the partition function for a lattice site when occupied by a multivalent particle is well described 5, 19 by
where f is the free energy for forming a single ligandreceptor bond, and N L is the number of ligands on the multivalent particle that can access the surface. Strictly speaking, this form is only exact if: the multivalent particle has one ligand that can access all receptors N R in the lattice site, or if the receptors are randomly distributed on the surface with N R being the average number of receptors per area a 2 . In the latter case, the probability the multivalent particle "sees" j receptors within area a 2 follows the Poisson distribution P (j; N R ) = e −N R N j R /j!. 19 Equation 1 is also exact when the receptors are mobile on the surface, non-depletable (i.e. coming from a grand canonical reservoir), and at an average concentration of N R per lattice site. However, we assume throughout our discussion that the receptors are immobile over the timescale of multivalent particle binding and equilibration.
Given Q(N R ), the binding free energy is
The probability that a surface lattice site is occupied by a multivalent particle is then
When βG(N R ) is greater than zero (i.e. an unfavourable binding free energy change), then P b (N R ) goes to zero. Similarly, when βG(N R ) is less than zero, corresponding to a favourable free energy of binding, then P b (N R ) goes to unity. Thus, βG(N R ) = 0 corresponds to the binding transition, and the derivative of βG(N R ) with respect to N R at βG(N R ) = 0 reflects the sharpness of the transition. Equation 2 shows us how the multivalent binding free energy changes with N R , f , N L , and z. The fugacity z (≈ concentration) shifts the binding free energy βG(N R ) up or down by a constant. It therefore provides a convenient handle for adjusting the receptor density σ R at which the adsorption transition occurs. This is illustrated in Figure  1a . As the fugacity grows smaller, then the overall binding free energy shifts higher (more unfavourable). The receptor density σ R where the adsorption transition occurs correspondingly increases, and the sharpness of the transition decreases (as the local derivative of βG(N R ) for increasing N R gets smaller).
The sharpness of the binding transition can be tuned by adjusting the molecular construction of the multivalent particle, via its valence N L and ligand-receptor binding strength f . Figure 1b shows examples of tuning the adsorption sharpness by changing N L . In each case, the fugacity has been tuned so that the adsorption transition is centered at N R = 5. Making N L larger causes the gradient of βG(N R ) with N R to be steeper and more negative, leading to a sharper binding transition. . Vertical dashed lines indicate inflection points for each adsorption profile. In (b), the particle ligand-receptor binding free energy is also fixed at βf = −2, while the number of ligands on the particle is set to NL = 5, 8, 12 (purple, yellow, red). In each case, the fugacity is adjusted such that the binding transition occurs at NR = 5.
III. TARGETING A LOW-RECEPTOR-DENSITY SURFACE WITH TWO COMPETING SPECIES
The binding free energy of a multivalent particle, βG(N R ), can be completely tailored by the parameters f , N L , and z. This can be used to design a multivalent species that binds strongly to a surface with a high receptor density, while not binding to one with a lower density. However, it is impossible to achieve the opposite case with just one multivalent binder. As is apparent in Figures 1a and b , the binding free energy cannot be manipulated in such a way that the multivalent particle only binds at low surface receptor concentration.
To solve this problem, we can introduce a second particle species that competes for surface binding with the original species. The goal is to define the second species such that it blocks the first from binding to the highreceptor-density surface, but not the low-density surface. We call this second species the "guards", and the original species the "attackers".
A convenient way to accomplish this objective is to use a receptor-sized monovalent guard species. The free energy of binding for a monovalent species is independent of the surface receptor density. Each receptor has a partition function of the form
where f guard is the free energy for forming a guardreceptor bond, and z guard is the guard fugacity. The first term in q receptor is the weight for when the receptor is not bound to anything, and the second is for when it is bound to a guard particle. The free energy of a single receptor is then just − ln (q receptor ).
However, to compare the guard binding free energy to the attackers, we must consider the total free energy of guard binding over the full area a 2 occupied by an attacker. The full monovalent guard binding free energy in a surface lattice site of size a 2 , having N R receptors, depends linearly on N R via
On the other hand, the free energy of the lattice site when occupied by an attacker (via Eq. 2) depends only logarithmically on N R in the lattice site:
Importantly, we assume that when an attacker is bound, it excludes all receptors over the area a 2 from binding to any guards. This assumption holds when the attacker is a solid structure like, e.g., a ligand-coated nanoparticle, vesicle, or virus. The different scaling of the attacker and guard binding free energies (per lattice site) with N R can be exploited as shown in Figure 2a . In this example, we suppose that the low-density surface has N R = 4 ≡ N R , and the highdensity surface has N R = 10 ≡ N R . The blue curve Figure 2a plots βG guard (N R ) as a function of N R . The slope of the line is controlled by the guard fugacity z guard and binding strength f guard . The red curve in Figure  2a displays βG attacker (N R ). The weaker logarithmic dependence of βG attacker (N R ) on N R has been exploited to tune the attacker's design (via N L , f attacker , z attacker ) such that:
The resulting binding behaviour of the attackers and guards is displayed in Figure 2b . The probability that a surface site is occupied by an attacker is
where
For comparison, we also plot the probability that a single receptor is attached to a guard:
These are derived in Appendix A. At N R , the attackers are strongly bound, while at N R , the guards outcompete the attackers for binding. The value of N R where βG guard (N R ) = βG attacker (N R ) defines the "switch point" between the two species. Combining both species into the same system is essential, as alone, one or the other species would strongly bind to both the low-and high-density surfaces (dashed blue and red lines in Figure 2a ).
The effectiveness of the targeting recipe is assessed by the difference in attacker binding probabilities at N R and N R , defined as
Values of φ near unity are optimal, 0 means that the attackers bind equally well to N R and N R , while negative values (approaching −1) mean that the attackers favour binding to N R rather than N R .
In order to achieve an effectiveness φ of unity, the attacker/guard binding free energy difference β∆G(N R ) must go to negative infinity at N R and positive infinity at N R . Therefore, to proceed further, we seek the attacker and guard design parameters that lead to a given chosen effectiveness φ * .
By inspection of Figure 2a , the maximum possible effectiveness of an attacker+guard design is set by the slope of the guard free energy (blue line) as a function of N R . The larger and more negative the slope, the larger the free energy difference between N R and N R . The attacker design is then manipulated such that their binding free energy (red curve) bisects this interval as shown in Figure 2a . Therefore, a desired φ * immediately sets the required slope of the guard free energy, given by the term ln 1 + z guard e −βf guard in Eq. 5. The connection between the desired φ * , and the necessary ln 1 + z guard e −βf guard , is developed in the next section.
The remaining task is to find an optimal attacker design, i.e. N L , z attacker , and f attacker . The best attacker design is one in which the free energy of binding as a function of N R is nearly constant between N R and N R , so as to obtain the most negative β∆G(N R ) and most positive β∆G(N R ). This occurs, based on Eq. 6, when the attacker has few strong-binding ligands. In this limit, then N R e −βf attacker and N R e −βf attacker are much greater than unity in Eq. 6, so that it becomes
(11) The largest effectiveness, given the chosen guard design, is obtained by finding the attacker design (i.e. ln z attacker e −N L βf attacker ) where dφ d ln (z attacker e −N L βf attacker ) = 0.
This is carried out in Appendix C, where we find that the largest effectiveness is obtained by choosing ln z attacker e −N L βf attacker such that
We call this optimum "β∆G * ": a free energy "gap" that is directly tuned by the design of the guards and attackers. Inserting the condition in Eq. 13 into Eq. 10 yields
This has been done in the design in Figure 2a , where the free energy gap β∆G * is indicated. The "tolerance" of the targeting design is quantified by the width of the optimum in targeting effectiveness, φ * , via −1/[d 2 φ * /d(β∆G * ) 2 ]:
Design Tolerance for φ * ≈ 1 2 e −β∆G * .
Equations 14 and 15 indicate that the most effective and most tolerant targeting design is obtained when the free energy gap β∆G * is large and negative.
IV. OPTIMAL DESIGN OF ATTACKERS AND GUARDS
The quantity β∆G * is directly tuned by the molecular design of the attackers and guards. The necessary β∆G * in order to achieve a given effectiveness φ * is obtained by inverting Eq. 14, yielding β∆G * needed = − ln 1+φ * 1−φ * . The free energy gap in terms of the attacker and guard binding free energies is β∆G * = βG attacker (N R ) − βG guard (N R ), subject to the constraint βG attacker (N R ) − βG guard (N R ) = βG guard (N R ) − βG attacker (N R ) given by Eq. 13.
These three relations, applied to the guard and attacker binding free energies (Eqs. 5 and 6), result in equations for the necessary attacker and guard solution concentrations [At] * and [Gu] * to achieve a desired targeting effectiveness φ * :
[Gu] * = 1
(17) These are derived and converted from thermodynamic to chemical equilibrium notation as shown here in Appendix C. The equilibrium association constants K attacker eq and K guard eq are for, respectively: binding between a free receptor and a single free ligand on the attacker; and between a free receptor and a guard particle. The quantities σ R and σ R are the receptor densities on the low-and high-density surfaces, respectively, and a is the diameter of the attacker (including its ligand corona). A guard particle is assumed to be around the size of one receptor, as noted earlier. The quantity h bind is the average distance between the attacker and the receptor surface when it is bound by one or more ligands. Finally, N L is the number of ligands on the attacker species. We have assumed that σ R K attacker eq /h bind and σ R K attacker eq /h bind are both much greater than unity; this assumption is valid for the regime of optimal attacker design, now discussed.
Equations 16 and 17 provide physical insight. As the desired effectiveness φ * is increased to unity, then the required attacker and guard concentrations (or association constants) grow very large. Therefore, the low-receptor density surface can be targeted more effectively when the attackers and guards have a larger overall binding affinity. This is the opposite to standard one-component multivalent targeting of high-density surfaces, in which weak ligand-receptor bonds yield higher selectivity.
However, strong-binding attackers and guards have the limitation of long equilibration times, since both species will have strong affinity for both receptor surfaces. The desired equilibrium binding distribution of attackers and guards shown in Figure 2b may therefore take a very long time to achieve, as rates of attacker/guard exchange on either surface grows exponentially with the overall binding free energy.
The most kinetically-labile route to reaching equilibrium, hinted at by Figure 2 , is to: first, add in the monovalent guards; next, equilibrate; then, add in the multivalent attackers; and lastly, equilibrate again. By this route, the only exchange necessary is on the low-receptordensity surface, where monovalent guards must unbind in order to allow the more favourably-binding multivalent attackers to attach. The kinetics of monovalent unbinding are trivial, wherein the unbinding timescale τ of f ∝ K guard eq . Thus, in experimental design, the guard K guard eq can be chosen to be a strong-binding yet kineticallyreasonable value, and then the concentration [Gu] * can be chosen via Eq. 17. The guard binding constant will set the timescale τ of f that must be waited for the final equilibrium to be reached.
Further insight into optimal attacker and guard design is gained by considering how β∆G * depends on the attacker and guard parameters, assuming that we always choose the optimal values given by Eqs. 16 and 17. Let C * attacker (N L ) ≡ ln [At](K attacker eq ) N L * and C * guard ≡ ln 1 + [Gu]K guard eq * for notational clarity. Eqs. 5 and 6 are used to write two equivalent equations for β∆G * containing C * attacker (N L ) and C * guard , based on the optimisation condition presented in Eq. 13. These are: (β∆G * ) 1 = βG attacker (N R ) − βG guard (N R ); and (β∆G * ) 2 = βG guard (N R ) − βG attacker (N R ). Given that [(β∆G * ) 1 +(β∆G * ) 2 ]/2 = β∆G * by definition, then we arrive at
This form still assumes that σ R K attacker eq /h bind and σ R K attacker eq /h bind are both much greater than unity. Equation 18 illustrates how, for a given σ R and σ R on the two receptor surfaces, the free energy gap only depends on the guard design (via C * guard ), and the number of ligands on the attacker N L . This can be understood by examining Figure 2a . Clearly, the only way to increase the free energy gap β∆G * is to make the slope of the blue (guard) free energy curve more negative. The attackers, on the other hand, have no influence on the size of the gap; the best that can be done is to adjust the design parameters of the attackers so as to achieve the optimal effectiveness via Eq. 13. Making stronger-binding or higher-concentration guards (larger C * guard ) thus increases the free energy gap, and the maximum effectiveness φ * of targeting.
A beneficial side-effect of Eq. 18 is that the targeting effectiveness φ is not particularly sensitive to attacker concentration variations around the optimal value given by Eq. 16. This is because the attacker concentra-tion only shifts the binding free energy of the attackers by a constant logarithmic factor ln [At] (appearing as ln z attacker in Eq. 6). For example, shifting the attacker binding free energy (red) curve in Figure 2a downward by, say, 2kT , corresponds to increasing the attacker particle concentration by a large factor of e 2 ≈ 7.4. However, this will have little impact on the effectiveness φ, since increasing β∆G(N R ) by −2kT and β∆G(N R ) by 2kT leads both to still be very near β∆G * (assuming that β∆G * is already somewhat large and negative).
On the other hand, the targeting effectiveness is more sensitive to variations in guard concentration [Gu] , as this factor goes into the slope of the guard binding free energy in Figure 2a (blue curve) as z guard in Eq. 5. Therefore, again, we find that the best approach in practise is to first add in guards at a desired concentration near [Gu] * , and then to titrate in attackers until reaching a concentration near [At] * , or larger if needed due to additional nonspecific binding free energy barries between the attackers and the targeted surface.
In addition to ligand-receptor interactions, multivalent particles can also exhibit a non-specific free energy of interaction βG N S with their target surface. However, any such contribution just becomes an additive factor in Eq. 6 if βG N S is the same for both the low-and highreceptor-density surfaces. This appears as
Therefore, the only influence of βG N S is to shift the attacker binding free energy (e.g. red curve, Figure 2a ) by a constant factor. This will quantitatively shift the predicted [At] * upward if βG N S is positive, or downward if βG N S is negative. However, it will not affect the possibility of selectively targeting the low-density surface. The number of receptors N R and N R per lattice site on the two surfaces also plays a role in β∆G * . In particular, as the disparity between N R and N R grows larger, a guard design with weaker binding or lower concentration can be employed in order to obtain a given targeting effectiveness φ * .
A somewhat counter-intuitive observation in Eq. 18 is that increasing the number of ligands N L on the attackers actually leads to a smaller free energy gap. Looking at Figure 2a , a larger β∆G * is obtained when the attacker free energy (red curve) approaches behaving like a horizontal line between N R and N R . However, increasing N L causes the attacker free energy to exhibit a more negative gradient for larger values of N R , as demonstrated in Figure 1b . Larger attacker valence therefore limits the targeting effectiveness of the attacker/guard recipe, again in contrast to standard multivalent reasoning. On the other hand, choosing small N L has kinetic consequences on the road to equilibrium, as attackers with fewer ligands must be more precisely oriented in order to form bonds with a receptor surface.
Early in our discussion, we made the approximation that the attacker binding free energy follows the form of Eq. 2, so that we could proceed analytically for the remainder of the discussion. This expression over-estimates the binding free energy for a multivalent particle / surface interaction in which the number of receptors within binding range of the particle is near or less than the number of ligands on the particle, particularly if the ligands are strong-binding. However, the molecular recipe arising out of our discussion is more selective when the multivalent attackers have few ligands (as opposed to many). In cases where the number of receptors within binding range of the attacker is small relative to the number of ligands on the particle, then the true binding free energy will be less favourable (less negative) than predicted by Eq. 2. The predicted optimal attacker concentration [At] * will therefore be underestimated by Eq. 16 for the system at hand. This quantitative difference does not prevent selective targeting of the low-receptor-density surface, nor does it qualitatively alter the targeting recipe presented here.
V. CONCLUSIONS & EXPERIMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION
Multivalent particles cannot, on their own, selectively bind to a surface with a low density of receptors, while not binding to one with a higher density of the same receptors in the same system. To address this challenge, we have defined a strategy using competitive binding of two particle species. The first species, called "guards", are monovalent particles that bind equally well to any receptor on any surface. A second species, called "attackers", are multivalent particles designed to outcompete the guards for binding on the low-receptor-density surface, but not on the surface with higher receptor density. At equilibrium, therefore, the attackers occupy the lowdensity surface, while the guards occupy the high-density surface.
An optimal targeting recipe, and several guidelines, have been derived and deduced in our discussion that can be directly employed in experiment. These are now summarised:
• The guards are small (receptor-sized) monovalent particles, with a receptor association constant of K guard eq , and a solution concentration of [Gu]. These particles are added first in the system, and allowed to bind and equilibrate on both receptor surfaces.
• The attackers are larger multivalent particles at a solution concentration of [At], each having N L ligands that can reach multiple receptors when the host multivalent particle is at a given fixed surface position. Their ligand-receptor association constant is K attacker eq . These particles are added second into the system. The attackers will, by design, outcompete the guards for binding on the lowreceptor-density surface, but not the high-receptordensity surface.
• Equations 16 and 17 define the optimal attacker and guard solution concentrations, given their chosen individual ligand-receptor binding constants K attacker eq and K guard eq , the attacker valence N L , and the receptor densities σ R and σ R on the low-and high-receptor-density surfaces, respectively. These equations are employed by inputting a desired "targeting effectiveness" parameter φ * between 1 (perfect attacker binding selectivity for the lowreceptor-density surface) and 0 (no binding selectivity).
• More effective targeting (φ * approaching 1) requires stronger-binding attackers and guards, at larger solution concentrations. This is contrary to standard multivalent targeting. However, strongerbinding guards also lead to longer equilibration time on the low-density surface when the attackers are added. The larger the difference between the receptor densities on the two surfaces, the weaker the attacker and guard binding strengths/concentrations can be in order to achieve a given targeting effectiveness.
• More effective targeting occurs when the number of ligands on the attackers is small. However, multivalent particles with fewer ligands will have a longer timescale for forming bonds with surface receptors.
The best approach is therefore to use strong-binding guards that still have a reasonable unbinding timescale, and comparably strong-binding attackers that have several ligands. The best design can be identified by exploring a range of targeting effectiveness values φ * in Eqs. 16 and 17, to find arrive at a guard/attacker motif that is kinetically and thermodynamically suitable. After putting the guards into the system at a concentration of A prime application for this targeting strategy is to selectively image cell surfaces, or regions of cell surfaces, with locally low receptor density compared to other cell surfaces in the same system in vitro. This could be done by attaching a fluorescent probe to the attackers, but not the guards. Examples of promising structures that could act as attackers include ligand-coated nanoparticles, functionalised vesicles, DNA origami / dendrimer constructs, or modified viruses. The binding equilibrium constants of the guards and attackers could be tuned by a DNA approach, e.g. like in DNA-PAINT. 73 Our attacker and guard recipe could also be used to selectively sequester or aggregate a population of nanoscopic entities in solution with a low receptor density, with attackers acting as the aggregation/sequestration agent. The partition function for a surface lattice site is given, based on Eqs. 5 and 6, as
The first term in Q(N R ) represents all possible guard binding states, and the second term is for all attacker binding states. The state in which the lattice site has neither an attacker nor any guards bound, having a weight of unity, is included in the first term of Q(N R ). This partition function also includes the state in which an attacker is within the surface lattice site, but has no ligands bound to receptors. The probability that a surface lattice site is occupied by an attacker is just the ratio of Q attacker (N R ) to Q(N R ) for a given number of receptors N R in the lattice site:
By defining the quantity
then P attacker b (N R ) reduces to the simple form
as shown in Eq. 7.
The probability that a single receptor on the surface is occupied by a monovalent guard is found by
where βµ guard = ln z guard is the chemical potential of the guards in solution. This leads to
(A6) shown as Eq. 9 in the main text.
Appendix B: Optimal attacker targeting effectiveness and tolerance
The targeting effectiveness is defined as
and
assuming that N R e −βf attacker is much greater than unity. Given a chosen guard design (z guard , f guard ), the attacker design ln z attacker e −N L βf attacker yielding the largest possible effectiveness φ is obtained where 
Inspecting Eq. B3, the two derivatives of β∆G(N R ) with respect to ln z attacker e −N L βf attacker are identical and independent of N R . Thus, Eq. B4 is zero when either β∆G(N R ) = β∆G(N R ), or β∆G(N R ) = −β∆G(N R ). The first solution yields an effectiveness of zero via Eq. B1, which is obviously not the solution we want. The second solution,
inserted into Eq. B1 yields the optimal effectiveness φ * ≡ e −β∆G * − 1 e −β∆G * + 1 .
This is given as Eq. 14 in the main text.
To ensure that β∆G(N R ) = −β∆G(N R ) corresponds to a maximum in Eq. B1, we check the sign of the second derivative of φ * with respect to β∆G * :
The second derivative is always negative, and therefore the condition β∆G(N R ) = −β∆G(N R ) always corresponds to a maximum, as long as β∆G * < 0. This is true for any design which selectively targets the attackers to the low-receptor-density surface. When β∆G * << 0, then
This illustrates how designing the attackers and guards to have a more negative β∆G * also causes the design to be more robust/tolerant to variations in molecular construction and concentration.
Appendix C: Optimal attacker and guard design parameters
The binding free energies for guards (βG guard (N R )) and attackers (βG attacker (N R )) are given by Eqs. 5 and 6, respectively. Since moderate-to strong-binding attackers and guards lead to better effectiveness, then we make the approximation that both N R e −βf attacker and N R e −βf attacker are much greater than unity. (We do not make the same assumption for z guard e −βf guard to allow for the possibility that z guard is small, i.e. a low guard concentration, compared to e −βf guard .) With this approximation, the binding free energies for the attackers and guards per surface lattice site become βG guard (N R ) = −N R ln 1 + z guard e −βf guard ; (C1) βG attacker (N R ) = −N L ln N R −ln z attacker e −N L βf attacker .
(C2) The condition to reach optimal effectiveness φ, as derived in Appendix B, is βG attacker (N R ) − βG guard (N R ) = βG guard (N R ) − βG attacker (N R ). This allows us to write a balance equation ln z attacker e −N L βf attacker = N R + N R 2 ln 1 + z guard e −βf guard − N L 2 ln (N R N R ).
(C3)
In conjunction with the relation β∆G * = − ln 1+φ * 1−φ * = βG attacker (N R ) − βG guard (N R ) from Eq. 14 in the main text, we derive ln 1 + z guard e −βf guard * = 2
Putting this back into Eq. C3 then yields ln z attacker e −N L βf attacker * =
To complete things, we derive an equation for how β∆G * depends on the attacker and guard parameters, assuming that we always choose the optimal values given by Eqs. C4 and C5. Defining C * attacker (N L ) ≡ ln z attacker e −N L βf attacker * and C * guard ≡ ln 1 + z guard e −βf guard * for notational clarity, then we can write two equivalent expressions for β∆G * using Eqs. C1 and C2:
Using the fact that
then we obtain at
Equations C4 and C5 are readily converted into a chemical notation by the following relations: 
where [At] and [Gu] are the solution concentrations of the attackers and guards, respectively. The quantity h bind establishes the effective molarity of the receptors when the attacker is at its equilibrium binding distance from the receptor surface. Depending on the type of construct that the attacker is, then h bind is the distance between the receptor surface and, e.g., the center of mass of the attacker (if it is a linear or star polymer), or the outer surface of the attacker (if it is a solid particle-type construct like a DNA-coated nanoparticle). The surface receptor densities σ R and σ R are related to N R and N R by N R = a 2 σ R , where a is the diameter of the multivalent particle, and a 2 is therefore the approximate area over which the particle can bind to receptors on the surface.
